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Agenda Item: 16-40 Request for Approval of Hearing Officer’s Report on Startup, Shutdown, and 
Malfunction State Implementation Plan (SIP) Call Rule Revisions (533) 

 
Explanation:   A public hearing was held in Raleigh, North Carolina on July 18, 2016, and in 

Charlotte July 20, 2016, to take public comments on the Startup, Shutdown, and 
Malfunction State Implementation Plan (SIP) Call Rule Revisions. Mr. Charles 
Carter, Environmental Management Commissioner and Air Quality Committee 
Chairman, and Mr. E. O. Ferrell, Environmental Management Commissioner, were 
appointed and acted as hearing officers for the Raleigh and Charlotte hearings, 
respectively. 

 
 Proposed amendments to 15A NCAC 02D .0535, Excess Emissions Reporting and 

Malfunctions and adoption of 02D .0545, Treatment of Malfunction Events and Work 
Practices for Startup and Shutdown Operations, were considered at the hearings. 

 
 On May 22, 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a final 

action to ensure states have plans in place that are fully consistent with the Clean 
Air Act and recent court decisions concerning startup, shutdown and malfunction 
(SSM) emission limit exemptions. EPA’s final action responded to the Sierra Club 
Petition; clarified the EPA’s SSM Policy to assure consistency with the Clean Air Act 
and recent court decisions; and finalized findings that the SSM provisions in the 
SIPs of 36 states including North Carolina do not meet the requirements of the Clean 
Air Act (CAA) and issued a “SIP call” for each of those states. 

 
 The Petitioner objected to two generally applicable provisions in the North Carolina 

SIP that provide exemptions for emissions exceeding otherwise applicable SIP 
emission limitations at the discretion of the state agency during malfunctions (15A 
NCAC 02D .0535(c)) and during startup and shutdown (15A NCAC 02D .0535(g)). 

 
 In the SIP call action, the EPA directed the affected states to revise specific SSM 

provisions in their SIPs. The Clean Air Act allows a maximum of 18 months from the 
issuance of the final action to submit a SIP revision. The SIP submission deadline 
for each of the 36 states subject to the SIP call action is November 22, 2016. 

 
 Several states, including North Carolina, have entered into litigation over the validity 

of the SIP call. Nonetheless, a requirement to submit a SIP revision by November 
22, 2016 currently remains in effect. As a result, and after consideration of possible 
options to address the identified concerns, the following rule revisions are proposed. 

  
 15A NCAC 02D .0535 is proposed to be amended to include introductory language 

that indicates that 02D .0535 is the rule that will be in effect if the states’ lawsuits 
are successful. 

 
 A new rule 15A NCAC 02D .0545, Treatment of Malfunction Events and Work 
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Practices for Startup and Shutdown Operations, is proposed for adoption and would 
be in effect in the event that states’ lawsuits are unsuccessful as indicated in its 
introductory language. 02D .0545 eliminates the exemptions in paragraphs (c) & (g). 
For startup and shutdown, 02D .0545 allows a facility to demonstrate compliance 
with the applicable existing emission limits, generally available work practice 
standards, work practice standards in analogous federal rules that a specific source 
may not otherwise be subject to, or source specific startup and shutdown work 
practice standard permit limit. For malfunctions a facility may demonstrate 
compliance with the applicable existing limits or with a source specific malfunction 
work practice standard permit limit. 

 
 In total 1781 sets of comments were received. Of those, 1773 were individual 

comments from the general public, five sets of comments were from environmental 
groups, one set was submitted by EPA, and two sets of comments were from the 
regulated community.  

 
 Comments from the general public generally expressed concern about health and 

environmental impacts from emissions spikes during SSM events and requested 
stronger rules including control of emissions during such periods.  

  
 Several environmental groups commented requesting continuous emissions limits 

during SSM, opposing the rescission clause language, expressing concerns 
regarding environmental justice, and opposing director’s discretion to establish 
source specific work practice standard permit limits. 

  
 EPA commented that clarification may be needed that the rescission clause doesn’t 

automatically change the SIP, that site specific work practice standard permit limits 
should be approved into the SIP through the SIP revision process, that clarification 
that the Director’s consideration of the factors listed in the rule in determining 
enforcement response doesn’t limit EPA’s or the public’s ability to pursue 
enforcement.   

 
 One industry commenter was supportive of the rule and suggested potential 

revisions for consideration relative to the rescission clause, applicability and various 
technical aspects. One regulated community organization was supportive of the 
rule, complimentary of the DAQ rule process, and endorsed the comments of the 
individual commenter from the regulated community.  

 
 As a result of the comments received, 15A NCAC 02D .0545(i) is revised to 

eliminate the two unnecessary sentences regarding violations referencing different 
subparagraphs, e.g., “Failure to implement or follow the work practice standard shall 
be considered a violation of Subparagraph (i)(3) [or (i)(4)] of this Rule.” 

 
 The proposed rule amendments and adoption in Chapter II remove the exemption 
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from existing 02D .0535(c) and (g) and don’t include such an exemption in new rule 
02D .0545. Regarding applicability and the rescission clause, 02D .0545 will go into 
effect and remain in effect in the event EPA’s SIP Call withstands ongoing litigation. 
In the event EPA’s SIP Call does not withstand the litigation, amended Rule 02D 
.0535 will be in effect. Any further rule changes needed as a result of the outcome 
of litigation would go through the rulemaking process with opportunity for public 
comment. To allow time for litigation to complete, a rule effective date of May 22, 
2018 is recommended. 

 
 Site specific work practice standards permit limits meet the requirements of 302(k) 

of the CAA, provide an additional option for facilities to actively address excess 
emissions as a result of a startup, shutdown or malfunction, and provide for 
continuous emissions limitations during such periods. With respect to EPA’s 
perspective on the need to incorporate such permits into the SIP, the agency 
respectfully disagrees. North Carolina’s permitting process provides opportunity for 
EPA and public input and the resulting permits are practically and legally 
enforceable. In addition, nothing in the proposed rules limits EPA’s or citizens’ ability 
or authority to pursue enforcement. EPA’s oversight authority to enforce does not 
emanate from the state rules but rather from the provisions of the Clean Air Act. 

 
 Overall the agency’s experience is that excess emissions from startup, shutdown 

and malfunction events are relatively infrequent occurrences and historically the 
Division has seen very few submittals related to such events. North Carolina 
continues to maintain good air quality data as demonstrated by its current attainment 
status for the NAAQS. providing operational flexibility in startup, shutdown and 
malfunction situations, including via source specific work practice standard permit 
limits, makes sense from an engineering standpoint given that control equipment 
can’t just immediately be turned on in all cases. Ultimately, this set of proposed rules 
is expected to protect air quality. 

   
Recommendation: The Hearing Officer recommends that the proposed amendment as presented in 

Chapter II of this hearing report be adopted by the Environmental Management 
Commission. 


